Automated observation and analysis of rodent behavior is important to facilitate research progress in 1 neuroscience and pharmacology. Available automated systems lack adaptivity and can benefit from 2 advances in AI. In this work we compare a state-of-the-art conventional Rat Behavior Recognition 3 (RBR) system to an advanced deep learning method and evaluate its performance within and across 4 experimental setups. We show that using a Multi-Fiber network (MF-Net) in conjunction with 5 data augmentation strategies within-setup dataset performance improves over the conventional RBR 6 system. Two new methods for video augmentation were used: video cutout and dynamic illumination 7 change. However, we also show that improvements do not transfer to videos in different experimental 8 setups, for which we discuss possible causes and cures. 9 Keywords Rodent behavior recognition · Deep learning · Data augmentation · Continuous video analysis · Cross-setup 10 validation 11 1 Introduction 12 Observation and analysis of rodent behavior are widely used in studies in neuroscience and pharmacology. Laboratory 13 rats and mice are valuable animal models for psychiatric and neurological disorders to study the behavioral effects 14 of genetic variation, pharmacological treatment, optogenetic stimulation, and other interventions. However, manual 15 annotation of animal behavior by human observers is labor-intensive, error-prone and subjective. Several automated 16 systems are available that have been reported to perform on par with human annotators. They offer the advantage of 17 quick and consistent annotation and are insensitive to bias, drift and the limited sustained attention of human observers.
performance. Multiplexer modules are used to facilitate information flow between fibers. We used the available code 2 86 with modified sampling, augmentation and performance metric. Furthermore we adjusted the number of layers and 87 kernels to deal with our specific input layout considering resolution and channels.
88
The network consists of one 3-dimensional convolutional (conv3d) layer followed by four multi-fiber convolution 89 (MFconv) blocks. Each MFconv block consists of multiple MF units, and each MF unit consists of four (five for the 90 first block unit) conv3d layers. All conv3d layers are followed by batch normalization and a rectified linear unit (ReLU).
91
The final layers of the network are an average pooling layer and a fully connected layer. Since the middle layer of every 92 MF unit uses a (3,3,3) kernel there is temporal convolution in 17 conv3d layers and additionally in the last average 93 pooling layer during aggregation of the final eight frames.
94
We did not initialize the network with a pretrained model since our input channel layout differs from the colored 95 3-channel human activity datasets that available pretrained networks are trained on. the annotation of the 17 th frame. Clips were randomly picked with the constraint that there is no behavior transition in 144 the middle of the clip, between frame 14 and 19. In the training set, the clips have a maximum overlap of 29 frames 145 and there were never more than four clips selected per behavior bout, with a maximum of 400 clips per behavior. For 146 testing, the maximum overlap is 25 frames and there are never more than two clips selected per behavior bout, with a 147 maximum of 50 clips per behavior. For the exact number of test clips per behavior see Table 4 . Clips from the same 148 behavior bout are always together in the same split, so either in the training or in the test set. Table 5 presents the performance of the conventional RBR system on these videos. 
Dataset Duration Resolution Setup
Video 1 13.7 min 720×576 One video from the within-setup dataset Video 2 10.5 min 360×320 Half resolution, different sawdust Video 3 5.0 min 720×576 Different strain (Wistar) Video 4 5.3 min 768×576 Visible light Video 5 2.5 min 720×576 Visible light, no sawdust Table 3 : Description of the five videos with different setups used for cross evaluation.
In order to estimate robustness in real-life scenarios we next evaluate the performance across experimental setups and 171 on continuous videos. Unlike the within-setup experiments that were conducted on a balanced subset of clips and 172 ignored clips around behavior bout transitions, the model is now deployed on sliding-window clips (32 frames wide, 173 step size 1 frame). These clips contain more ambiguous data than the subset of clips used in our within-experiments 174 and the set is not balanced anymore.
175
In the cross-setup experiments we consider only the end-to-end input scheme. We applied the E2e-c model that was 176 trained on the entire balanced clips dataset (2712 clips) to the sliding-window clips of the test videos. Alternatively, 177 we retrained the model on all sliding-window clips from the within-setup dataset (32 frames wide, step size 4). This 178 model is referred to as E2e-s. The sliding-window clips set is much bigger (52560 clips) and not balanced anymore. To 179 account for the imbalance during training we used weighted random sampling. This way during every epoch the less 180 frequent behaviors are presented to the network more often. Since random augmentation is applied, the network sees 181 different versions of the clips. For evaluation of within Video 1, the models were retrained without the clips of Video 1. Table 4 , for both average fold and 189 best fold. The effect of increasing data augmentation is shown in Figure 4 . The confusion matrices in Figure 5 show 190 that accuracy is high for almost all classes, the biggest confusion coming from 'jump'/'walk' and from 'sniff'/'eat'.
191
From the loss curves in Figure 6 we observe that the network overtrains without data augmentation and that the network 192 can learn longer for the more difficult end-to-end task. Experiments with smaller sized networks (less layers) did not 193 improve Roi+flow test performance. Figure 4 : The effect of increasing data augmentation on the average class recall using the end-to-end model.
Across-setup evaluation on continuous videos 195
First, we evaluated the E2e performance on continuous videos. We compare two models: E2e-c trained on the cleaner 196 and balanced clip dataset, and E2e-s trained on the much bigger but noisier dataset of sliding-window clips as it contains 197 also clips with behavior bout transitions in the middle. We test both models on the sliding-window clips of Video 1.
198
In Table 4 we see that having good performance on an unseen set of clips is not enough to guarantee performance on 199 continuous videos. Instead, the E2e-s model performs better on all behaviors except 'rest' (that only has 16 frames).
200 Figure 7 shows the event log for within-setup Video 1. Next, we evaluated the E2e-s model on our set of videos in varying setups. Table 5 presents the overall agreement per 202 video, Table 6 shows the recall per behavior. Compared to handcrafted-feature classification, E2e-s outperforms RBR 203 on the within-setup evaluation, but not on the cross-validation task. This holds for all four cross-setup videos and for all 204 classes except 'groom' and 'jump'. Performance was decreased especially for Video 3, which is mostly due to the large 205 amount of false negatives for 'sniff' and false positives on 'rest' (see the event log in Figure 8 ). From the results per 206 class the misclassifications of 'drink', 'eat' and 'rear wall' behaviors stand out compared to RBR. Table 6 : Recall per behavior of the handcrafted RBR classification and the end-to-end model with augmentation, evaluated on unseen continuous videos within and across setups.
understandable mistakes since these are gradually overlapping behaviors that can be performed more or less at the same 211 time and hence easily subject to interpretation differences. In these cases, automated annotation is probably even more 212 consistent than human annotation that is more sensitive to context. Second, we interpret the mistakes made by E2e-s on continuous video, within setup. The event logs for Video 1
In this study, we addressed the problem of automated rodent behavior recognition and compared the accuracy per-245 formance of an advanced deep learning approach (MF-Net) to conventional handcrafted classification (RBR). For 246 within-setup performance on a clipped dataset we showed that MF-Net with end-to-end input outperforms both hand-
